Alterations in the nuclear architecture produced by the overexpression of tau protein in neuroblastoma cells.
Abnormal intracellular aggregation of tau protein is a pathological condition leading to neuronal death in Alzheimer's disease. Fibrillar and nonfibrillar aggregates of tau protein alter the normal functioning of neurons by disturbing important cellular processes and distinct membranous organelles. However, tau-caused alterations in the nuclear compartment are not totally established so far. In our study we evaluated whether tau protein and its Asp421-truncated variant produce alterations in the normal architecture of the nucleus when expressed in cultured neuroblastoma cells. After 48 hours of transfection, significant deformity of the nuclear compartment with extensive lobulations along the nuclear envelope was observed in SH-SY5Y cells expressing either full-length tau or Asp421-truncated tau. This aberrant formation did not involve either nuclear fragmentation or cell death. The lobulated nuclei were devoid of tau protein, which mostly remained in the cytoplasm in a nonfibrillar state. Degradation of nuclear Lamins was not observed in tau-expressing SH-SY5Y cells, and a cell-cycle analysis did not show aberrant chromosome accumulation. Thus multiple division defects leading to multinucleation were discarded. The lobulated nuclei in tau-expressing SH-SY5Y cells seem to more resemble the multilobular phenotype of the nuclear envelope seen in Lamin-mutated cells from those pathological conditions leading to premature aging. Nevertheless, in our tau-expressing cells, the abnormal formation of cortical and perinuclear rings of tubulin generated by tau binding may be a more feasible mechanism of a nuclear-cytoskeleton generating force that causes the nuclear deformation.